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To the people: The northeast corner of 48th Avenue and Lake Michigan Drive (pictured) is a tentative location of a new student 
housing complex. A Grand Haven circuit judge recently ruled that voters would decide whether to maintain the lot's current zoning; 
the lot must maintain mixed-use zoning for the $20 million development deal with Campus Crest Communities to go through.
Voters to decide fate of the 
Grove in February election
Township Board votes not to appeal rezoning decision for apartments
By Samantha Butcher
GVL Managing Editor
T
he Allendale Township 
Board voted on Sept. 26 
not to appeal a Grand Ha­
ven judge’s ruling to place the po­
tential rezoning of land for student 
apartments in the hands of voters 
during a February election.
The decision is the final step 
in a two-year battle over devel­
opment of The Grove, a $20 mil­
lion construction project funded 
by Campus Crest Communities 
that would add 648 beds in 248 
units to the northwest comer of 
Lake Michigan Drive and 48th 
Avenue.
Greg DeJong, a real estate 
agent working with Grove land- 
owner Stuart Becker, estimated 
that the deal would generate 
$500,000 in property taxes for 
Allendale public schools; how­
ever, vocal opponents of the deal, 
including Township Trustee Da­
vid Morren and owners of other 
apartment complexes near Grand 
.Valley State University, say the 
density calculations used to ap­
prove The Grove give the com­
plex unfair competitive advan­
tage.
The density calculations used 
for The Grove were different 
than those used in the develop­
ment of Allendale’s most recent 
housing additions, such as Mead­
ows Crossing and The Village at 
48 west.
Glen Turek, property owner of 
Meadows Crossing apartments, 
said the housing market in Allen­
dale is already “saturated,” with 
significant vacancies in most 
complexes."
In June, a survey showed that 
Campus West occupancy was at 
30 percent, and other units have 
faced similar struggles as the 
growth of the student body at 
GVSU has leveled out in recent 
years.
“The existing housing com­
plexes all have fixed costs that 
need to be supported,” Turek 
said. “If the market is too satu-
See Housing, A2
Remedial course enrollment up from 2010
University piloting new academic success center in North C
By Lizzy Balboa
GVL Staff Writer
The number of Grand Valley 
State University students enrolled 
in remedial classes is up from last 
year, but those numbers are still 
lower than historical enrollment.
Of the 3,865 freshmen on cam­
pus, 14 percent are enrolled in at 
least one remedial-level course, 
with 4.1 percent taking more than 
one.
“The percentage of new fresh­
men enrolling in one or more re­
medial courses was 14 percent, 
up slightly from last year but 
very typical of the last four in­
coming classes and significantly 
lower than the rates from 2000 to 
2007,” said Phillip Batty, director 
of GVSU Institutional Analysis.
He said 78 percent of the 2010
GVL / Robert Matthews
Academic achievement: Nick Benthem (left) explains a math equation to Randi Conkin 
at the Math Center in the Mackinac building, one of several student assistive services.
freshmen in remedial courses fin­
ished the year in good academic 
standing.
“We do everything we can to 
help students get their GPAs up 
so that they can stay at the uni­
versity,” said Nancy Giardina, as­
sistant vice president of academic 
affairs.
Although the courses are
See Remedial, A2
GVSU 2011 remedial course enrollment
First time In 
any college
Freshman Sophomores Juniors Seniors Transfer
students
Total
ENG 099 140 0 0 0 0 2 142
MTH097 252 14 13 9 9 32 329
WRT098 372 6 0 9 0 3 391
University 
embarks on 
myGVSU 
action plan
GVL Archive
Action, reaction: Sue Rankin, senior 
research associate at the Center for 
Higher Education delivers the results of 
the myGVSU Campus Climate survey.
By Chelsea Lane
GVL Staff Writer
During the first week of Octo­
ber, Sue Rankin, a senior research 
associate at the Center for Higher 
Education, visited Grand Valley 
State University to deliver the 
results of the myGVSU campus 
climate survey to the GVSU com­
munity. Now that the results have 
been made public, the university is 
readying for action and asking for 
help.
The myGVSU survey, conduct­
ed earlier this year, is the univer­
sity’s fourth campus climate study 
and is designed to explore what it 
is like to live, learn and work at 
GVSU. Because the survey asked 
a variety of questions and had re­
spondents across many different 
demographics, myGVSU co-chair 
and GVSU statistics professor 
Neal Rogness said there are plans 
to look at the result data “through 
many different lenses.”
U .
We are going 
to look for those 
action items; short 
term things we can 
do.”
Jeanne Arnold
VP, Inclusion and Equity
To help put this expansive set 
of data to use, a subcommittee of 
the Inclusion and Equity Advisory 
Board, to be led by Jeanne Arnold, 
vice president of inclusion and eq­
uity, will develop an action plan 
based upon myGVSU’s findings 
This subcommittee, which will 
analyze and prioritize the survey 
results, will be open to all mem­
bers of the GVSU community in­
terested in sharing their opinions 
and advice about the survey and 
its results.
“We are going to look for those 
action items; short-term things we 
can do,” Arnold said at one of the 
meetings presenting survey find-; 
ings. "We probably have enough 
data to look at for the next several 
years.”
See Survey, A2
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rated with beds, this will 
•Vpreate more vacancy and 
•'Will make it difficult for 
the fixed costs to be sup­
ported. ...Some owners 
will not be able to pay 
property taxes. Some 
landlords could even end 
up defaulting on loan pay­
ments.”
Construction for The 
Grove won approval from 
the board of trustees 4-3 
in July, but has been held 
in limbo by a lawsuit chal­
lenging the lot’s zoning. 
The suit, brought forth by 
JDuane Thomas and several 
.housing development own- 
. ers, seeks to return the land 
.. from mixed-used commer­
cial to light industrial, its 
, pre-2010 zoning.
., More than 150 Allen- 
jdale residents signed a 
petition to rezone the land 
ps part of the lawsuit, but 
.. .Township Clerk Candy 
., if£raker disqualified the sig- 
, natures because of issues 
with petitioners’ voting 
registrations. Grand Haven 
Circuit Judge Edward Post 
;revalidated the signatures, 
ruling that those incongru- 
jencies did not mislead vot- 
, ers and the issue should go 
up for a vote.
If the rezoning efforts 
are successful, it would 
effectively kill the deal be­
tween Becker and Campus 
c. Crest.
, - \ Becker was unavailable 
,, if or comment.
Jerry Alkema, Allen­
dale township supervisor, 
,. ^aid he supports the ruling, 
•calling the dispute over 
[ Jhe petition a ‘‘matter of 
'►opinion.” Alkema said that 
despite Turek and other 
. property owners’ concerns
about occupancy, the Al­
lendale housing market has 
been successful thus far.
‘‘(The lot zoning] 
matches the master plan,” 
Alkema said. “It’s the cor­
ner of 48th and Lake Mich­
igan, and currently the 
master plan for University 
PaA includes converting 
that land to mixed-use.”
Molly Waite, 20, said 
additional housing would 
be helpful for students 
looking to live affordably 
near campus. Waite, a ju­
nior at G VSU, is one of the 
thousands of students that 
calls Allendale her tempo­
rary home during the aca­
demic year. She spends her 
summers living with her 
parents in Fenton, Mich.
“There was a significant 
waiting list to live in on- 
campus housing this year, 
and with so many people 
forced off-campus by sheer 
numbers, more housing 
units would really be ben­
eficial,” she said. “People 
have to really fight to get 
good, affordable housing, 
and that shouldn’t be the 
case.”
In recent years, hous­
ing complexes have fought 
to stay competitive by of­
fering incentives to resi­
dents such as no security 
deposits, free utilities and 
free months’ rent to draw 
people into leasing offices. 
Turek said the addition of 
the Grove could have neg­
ative implications for ten­
ants, as lower occupancy 
could force property own­
ers to decrease their perks.
“Neighbors and busi­
nesses there have written 
letters supporting it, so 
clearly it has the popular 
support,” Alkema said.
managingeditor 
@ lanthorn.com
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-L Rogness said one of 
* e first “action items” for 
ie subcommittee will be 
di n^^bydsto malpe 
ofWSU's students, 
gardless of race, sexual 
. ^ ientation, religion or 
>$«y other factor, feel as 
!«J&>mfortable as possible at 
university.
| l \ “These initial findings 
l ’ Jiow that 88 percent of 
! * dl GVSU community 
r f nembers who responded 
] 2 impressed comfort with 
W be campus climate and 
percent of all faculty 
student respondents 
pressed comfort with 
e classroom climate,” 
said. “Certainly, these 
igh percentages are en- 
uraging. Still, we need 
better understand why 
hers expressed less com- 
•rt in these areas. Also, 
me early themes that 
rged are that some 
oups of individuals, 
ch as people of color 
d LGBTQ respondents, 
pressed less comfort 
some areas than their 
ijority counterparts. We 
*d to dialog about ways
• J in which to make the uni- 
i[ versity feel more welcom- 
!{ ing and inclusive across 
|{ all groups.”
In her presentation,
; Rankin agreed that some
• of GVSU’s key future 
!• challenges will be ad- 
!j dressing racial tensions, 
{• homophobia, heterosex- 
!i ism and gender dispari- 
;! ties.
i However, Rogness was 
i also encouraged that since 
! the 2005 survey, the per­
il centage of respondents 
! J who felt GVSU was com­
mitted to diversity and in­
clusion rose significantly.
He said in the 2005 
study, 63, 67 and 61 per­
cent of faculty, staff and 
student respondents, re­
spectively, felt that GVSU 
waft„cpmmmed _tc 
sity.
Those numbers rose to 
90. 94 and 88 percent in 
2011.
“It’s wonderful to see 
these numbers rise,” Rog­
ness said. “I believe that 
GVSU has done a lot over 
the last six years to make 
the university feel more 
welcoming for all, and it’s 
encouraging to see that 
a high percent of GVSU 
stakeholders are recogniz­
ing these efforts.”
Past campus climate 
surveys have influenced 
on-campus changes such 
as the construction of 
the Women’s Center, the 
LGBT Resource Center, 
the Children’s Enrichment 
Center and the formation 
of the LGBT Faculty & 
Staff Association.
“These studies serve 
as markers for where the 
university is regarding 
this effort (to promote 
inclusion) and they allow 
us to discover opportuni­
ties for making GVSU 
an even better place than 
it already is,” President 
Thomas J. Haas said in a 
letter.
The executive summa­
ry of the myGVSU survey 
findings is currently avail­
able online at www.gvsu. 
edu/mygvsu.
Anyone interested m 
helping develop the action 
plan is asked to contact 
Jessie Holland, executive 
secretary for inclusion 
and equity, at hollajes@ 
gvsu.edu.
clone @ lanthorn .com
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meant to review high school material, they 
are not easy, Giardina said.
The courses are open to every student re­
gardless of class standing or academic his­
tory, but the majority of students enrolled 
are freshmen. Some courses, such as ENG 
099, College Efficiency and Reading Train­
ing, and WRT 098, Writing with a Purpose, 
have a freshman enrollment of more than 98 
percent.
“The content, is designed so it can help 
students really jump-start and be ready for 
the content in 100-level courses,” Giardina 
said. “Just as with every course, there’s an 
expectation and a high standard of academic 
challenge.”
No one is required to take remedial cours­
es, but the university recommends students 
with poor ACT scores self-select into them.
To further ensure students’ academic suc­
cess, the university is pilot testing a new ac­
ademic resource this fall called the North C
Success Center, a collaboration between the 
Housing Department, the Student Academic 
Success Center and the Counseling Center.
The North C Success Center offers pro­
fessional advising, career Counseling and 
tutoring for undecided students.
In addition to the new success center, 
other academic assistance programs at 
GVSU include the Student Academic Suc­
cess Center, Tutoring Center, Structured 
Learning Assistance programs, Fred Meijer 
Center for Writing and Michigan Authors, 
MS3 and others.
These services are available to students 
at no cost.
GVSU programs have partnered with 
local school districts to offer high school 
students academic assistance, intended to 
prepare students for a college education and 
help them learn how to apply to college.
For more information on how to get aca­
demic assistance, contact the Student Aca­
demic Success Center at askowl@gvsu.edu 
or 616-331-3588.
ehalhoa @ lanthorn .com
Grand Rapids walks for lymphoma cure
NEWS
BRIEFS
Leadership 
reception features 
GV alumnus,
student awards
Featuring speaker 
Mathew Sernau, a Grand 
Valley State University 
alumnus, the annual Ven- 
derbush Leadership Re­
ception will look to honor 
leaders in the GVSU com­
munity on Friday.
Every semester the Of­
fice of Student Life holds 
the leadership reception 
in honor of Kenneth R. 
Venderbush, former GVSU 
vice president of student 
affairs. Sernau, the key­
note speaker, is a financial 
and investment adviser 
for Ameriprise Financial 
Services.
The reception will also 
acknowledge outstand­
ing student leaders in the 
GVSU community with the 
Immediate Impact Award. 
The reception will be at 1 
p.m. in the Pere Marquette 
Room of the Kirkhof Cen­
ter. Registration for the 
event is open at www. 
gvsu.edu/leadership.
GVL / Eric Coulter
Light the way: Participants gather at the Leukemia and Lymphoma Light Up The Night Walk in Grand 
Rapids. The event, which was held Saturday, was hosted by the Grand Rapids chapter of the Leukemia and 
Lymphoma society. Several GVSU students volunteered at the event, which raised money for cancer research.
^ Reading The Lanthorn
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Research buoy 
dedicated in 
Muskegon Lake
Aiding in offshore wind 
assessment studies for 
potential offshore wind 
energy on Lake Michi­
gan, a buoy in Muskegon 
Lake was dedicated Fri­
day. The buoy is an eight- 
ton, 20-by-10-foot boat­
shaped instrument and 
one of only three in the 
world. Grand Valley State 
University, Michigan State 
University and the Uni­
versity of Michigan are all 
using the buoy for wind 
assessment studies and 
will receive real-time data 
from it vyhjje it is in use. 
-*7hebues**»»bete*bd 
in Muskegon Lake this 
week before rhoving four 
miles offshott in Lake 
Michigan for a month­
long trial. «
The official study will 
begin in the Spring after 
the lake thaws.
Bernsteinto bring 
family advantage
to GV
In conjunction with 
Disability Awareness 
Month in October, lawyer 
Richard Bernstein is com­
ing to Grand Valley State 
University to give a pre­
sentation to raise disability 
awareness.
Bernstein, t familiar to 
many from* TV commer­
cials for the Bernstein Law 
Firm in Farmington Hills, 
Mich., will present to the 
GVSU comrminity on at 
2:30 p.m. Wednesday in 
the Cook-OeWitt Center. 
It Is free and open to the 
public.
Bernstein has received 
several honors, including 
making the list of "40 un­
der 40" by Crain's Detroit 
Business.
CORRECTIONS AND
CLARIFICARTIONS
The men's golf headline in 
our Oct. 6 issue should have 
read that the men's golf team 
won by a 16-stroke margin.
The margin was reported 
correctly in the body of the 
article.
Uantfiom
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International faculty foster spirit of diversity
HAMILTON
Genetic condition 
cited as cause of 
student death
By Judson Rogrlguez
GVL Staff Writer
For Ki Deuk Hyun, assis­
tant professor in the journal­
ism department at Grand Val­
ley State University, being an 
international faculty member 
in the U.S. takes some get­
ting used to.
"I went to school in Tex­
as,” Hyun said. “It did not 
feel like real America. West 
Michigan does, it is more ho­
mogenous than bigger cities 
like Austin.”
Hyun is part of the 17 per­
cent of faculty at GVSU that 
fall into the full-time minor­
ity category with 218 total 
minority faculty members. 
That makes 5 percent less 
than the national average of 
22 percent, as reported by the 
Chronicle of Higher Educa­
tion.
Part of the university’s 
strategic plan, as detailed in 
Objective 2.3 for faculty and 
staff, is to “expand the diver­
sity of faculty and staff’ by 
2015.
Dwight Hamilton, as­
sistant vice president for 
affirmative action, said the 
emphasis on foreign faculty 
relates to finding the best 
and most qualified candi­
dates from all types of back­
grounds, though he added 
there is no quota system in 
place at GVSU for the hiring 
of minority groups.
“Students who can maybe 
not afford to pay to study 
abroad have an opportunity 
to experience the real world 
through our international fac­
ulty,” Hamilton said.
Language 
has been a 
huge barrier to 
retaining the 
information 
that the 
international 
faculty member 
is giving to the 
class/'
Brian Schaur
GVSU student
GVSU student Brian Sch- 
eur said he agrees to some 
extent with Hamilton but said 
sometimes differences such 
as language and teaching 
style get in the way of gain­
ing the world perspective in­
ternational faculty members 
are brought here for.
“The varied teaching style 
can be hard to follow and for 
sure language has been a huge 
barrier to retaining the infor­
mation that the international 
faculty member is giving to 
the class,” Scheur said.
Hyun said if you consider 
the U.S. as the world’s cultur­
al leader in some regards and 
as a trend-setter, there is not 
as much of an emphasis on 
experiencing the cultures of 
the rest of the world, which 
gives college campuses all 
the more reason to place em­
phasis on the hiring of inter­
national faculty.
“In South Korea, every­
one is focused on the news 
from around the world, so 
it’s much different than in 
America where everything 
is domestically based,” Hyun 
said.
Mark Schaub, executive 
director of the Padnos Inter­
national Center, said inter­
national faculty bring world 
perspectives that domestic 
faculty members cannot offer 
to students seeking a broader 
understanding of the world. 
He said almost all of inter­
national faculty members are 
hired from within the U.S. 
and have completed post­
graduate degrees at Ameri­
can universities.
“The big winners concern­
ing international faculty are 
really the students,” Schaub 
said.
GVSU offers a one-year 
mentorship program for in­
ternational faculty that aims 
to give them insight in deal­
ing with the characteristics 
of American students and the 
language. Hyun said the suc­
cess of the program depends 
on the effort faculty members 
put into it.
“Like anything, inter­
national faculty can ben­
efit from these programs but 
they must be involved in the 
program themselves, some 
choose not to get involved,” 
Hyun said.
jrodriguez @ lanthorn com
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor
Officials have identified 
the cause in the death of 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity student Shane Peoples- 
Welch, who died Tuesday 
at the Grand Valley State 
University on-campus 
Recreation Center during a 
pickup basketball game.
Dr. Edward Fody, who 
performed the autopsy af­
ter his death, determined 
Peoples-Welch died of hy­
pertrophic cardiomyopa­
thy, which causes a thick­
ening of heart muscle and 
smaller heart chambers to 
pump blood, resulting in 
an enlarged heart.
Hypertrophic cardio­
myopathy is typically ge­
netic and symptoms often 
go undetected. Fody told 
the Grand Rapids Press 
Wednesday that hypertro­
phic cardiomyopathy is 
one of the leading causes 
of death in athletes.
With no visible symp­
toms, prevention and de­
tection are almost impos­
sible.
Hypertrophic cardio­
myopathy caused Peoples- 
Welch to have a cardiac 
arrhythmia, which is differ­
ent from a typical heart at­
tack, where the problem is 
caused by restricted blood 
vessels.
Fody encouraged mem­
bers of Peoples-Welch’s 
family to get screened. ‘
The university held a 
candlelight vigil Wednes­
day night in Peoples- 
Welch’s honor, where 
GVSU President Thomas. 
J. Haas spoke.
“It’s important for us 
to gather here tonight, be­
cause indeed we have lost 
a family member,” Haatf' 
said. “So let’s go forward 
with him in our hearts 
and with his family in our 
hearts and remember his 
legacy - because he has 
made a difference.”
Peoples-Welch was 
a 21-year-old native of 
Saginaw, Mich., and was 
studying public adminis­
tration in GVSU’s College 
of Community and Public 
Service.
He also worked part 
time for GVSU Pew Cam­
pus Security.
Counseling Center staff 
has been made available to 
help any students impacted 
by Peoples-Welch’s pass­
ing.
Any students interested 
in speaking with a coun­
selor are advised to contact 
the Counseling Center at 
616-331-3266.
news@lanthorn.com
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Visit WMU-Grand Rapids at the upcoming Graduate School Fair at GVSU!
• -
Programs can be completed entirely in Grand Rapids, and classes are offered primarily in the evenings or on weekends at two 
convenient locations.yY ' . ’ J -
WMU-Grand Rapids offers the following in-demand graduate degree programs designed to give you a competitive edge in the job
market:
• Business Administration 
Counseling
•Education 
•Engineering
• Family and Consumer Sciences
• Human Resources Development
• Occupational Therapy
• Social Work
• • ;
N? next step toward your dream job by going to 
,Wmich.edu/grandrapids or calling (616) 771-9470 
information. ',
.. mm Grand Rapids
western Michigan university
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READ THE BLOG VALLEY VOTE
“Chasing the Sky" Do you agree with the message at the core of the
By Kevin VanAntwerpen national Occupy Wall Street movement?
GVL Blogger ®Vote online at lanthorn.com
Last issue's question:
Will Apple be able to maintain its level of 
innovation after Steve Jobs' death?
YES 80% NO 20%
EDITORIAL
International
confusion
The benefits of international faculty are 
at an all-time high as the world rapidly 
globalizes, but those benefits should not 
come at the cost of students' educations.
G
rand Valley State University’s mission to greatly 
increase diversity among its faculty members 
by 2015 seems like a noble cause on the sur­
face, but there are some underlying student concerns that 
administration should keep in mind during the recruiting 
process.
On one hand, bringing in more foreign faculty 
members offers students a chance to experience cultural 
differences. This gives students a chance to expand their 
international view of the world and its different cultures, 
and in today’s increasingly interdependent society, fewer 
skills are more critical to employers than a graduate’s 
ability to successfully interact with people of different 
cultures and backgrounds.
As students graduate and get jobs, many will move 
away from what international professor Ki Deuk Hyun 
described as “homogeneous” West Michigan into areas 
that are more culturally and linguistically diverse, where 
having experience interacting and communicating with 
multicultural faculty can be invaluable. And for students 
without the time or the means to study abroad or travel 
extensively while in college, taking classes with interna­
tional faculty can also serve as an accessible way to gain 
eye-opening new perspectives on the world without hav­
ing to venture outside of the greater Grand Rapids area.
Not all international professors are created equal, 
however, and many of those benefits can easily be 
outweighed if the professor is not adapted to teach­
ing in American classrooms. While many international 
professors offer unique insights on chosen fields, others 
can create obstacles in the classroom such as language 
barriers and challenging classroom formats, which can 
negatively impact a student’s academic success.
While diversity and intercultural competency are 
both valuable, even necessary, skills in today’s rapidly 
globalizing world, they should not come at the cost of a 
student’s ability to thrive in the classroom. Any interna­
tional professor that the university hires in its effort to be 
more diverse should have the ability to be both enlight­
ening and understandable without one taking away from 
the other. The ability for a professor to communicate 
effectively is just as, if not more, important as his or her 
ability to instruct.
The whole purpose of attending college is to learn 
and to soak up experiences, but if students cannot under­
stand what is being presented, that experience is a waste.
Hanttioni
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Q: Do international professors add value to the student learning experience?
“Yes, 1 feel that they 
bring a unique 
cultural and 
diverse educational 
experience that 
students often times 
do not get until 
college."
"Yes, because it forces 
students to pay 
attention and put in 
the extra work"
"Yes, despite some 
communication 
issues that 
students may 
have, international 
professors show 
that knowledge is 
universal no matter 
where you are from."
"1 think so, 
International 
professors have a 
different perspective 
on a lot of things, 
expecially cultural 
issues."
"Yes and no. 1 think 
they can give a 
different outlook on 
situations we may 
not have thought of, 
but they can be hard 
to understand."
Nick Mason
Graduate student 
Physical therapy, DPT 
Tecumseh, Mich.
Amanda
Tamburrino
Sophomore
Business
Caledonia, Mich.
Mike Rapin
Senior
Computer Science 
Hudsonville, Mich.
Jason Mey
Junior
Marketing
Jenison, Mich.
Erica Raatz
Senior
Legal Studies 
Rockford, Mich.
Domestic violence: A true story
KEVIN VANANTWERPEN
GVL COLUMNIST
She called me because she 
was scared, and I heard it all 
happen.
She’d just moved into a 
loft on Division Avenue in 
Grand Rapids with two boys 
she barely knew. She’d been 
romantically involved with 
one (we’ll call him “Owen”) 
during the first few weeks 
she lived there, but broke it 
off after discovering he spent 
an unhealthy amount erf time 
with a stripper.
Now he’s drunk. In her 
bedroom. Screaming at the 
top of his lungs.
She tells him to leave.
He refuses.
“Give me your phone,” he 
orders her. She refuses.
On the other end, I’m 
sitting in my bedroom in only 
a pair of jeans, polishing off a 
Miller Light. I was supposed 
to be falling asleep.
He snapped. I heard noise. 
His yelling. Her screaming 
for help. Something - a lamp, 
I imagined - shattering on 
the floor.
I hit the end call button 
and dialed 911. After inform­
ing the police, I slip on a 
t-shirt and look for my keys.
When I’m in the car, I call 
her back. She answers. She 
can barely speak - she just 
breathes heavily. She cries.
“Calm down,” I said. “I’m 
coming to get you. Tell me 
where you are.”
She’s in the bathroom.
He had pushed her down and 
pinned her to the bed, but she 
somehow managed to kick
him off and escape (probably 
thanks to the alcohol impair­
ing his senses). I tell her to 
stay there until I arrive.
I picture a scene from the 
movie “The Town” playing 
in my head - walking into 
my brother’s bedroom and 
saying, “I need your help. I 
can’t tell you details. You can 
never ask me about it. You 
can never say anything to 
anyone. And we’re going to 
have to hurt some people.”
My brother would 
respond, “Whose car are we 
taking?”
But there’s no time. 1 
drive to her loft alone. 1 get 
there before the cops do. I 
find her in the parking lot. 
He’s there too. “You’d better 
not be fuckin’ coming over 
here,” he yells. I cross the 
parking lot anyway. As I do. 
the parking lot is flood with 
lights from police flashers.
They put him in the back
of the car. It’s starting to rain. 
She leans against my car 
while they question him, and 
I give her my coat. I light a 
cigarette and breathe. She 
can’t live there anymore.
I drive her to her parents’ 
house. I speak with an officer 
on the phone, and he says, 
“We’re not arresting him. 
There’s nothing we can do. 
There were no signs erf injury 
on her.”
Domestic violence is hard 
to prevent. Once it starts, it’s 
even harder to stop. There’s 
often little the police can do. 
The only way to guarantee it 
doesn’t happen is to be smart. 
Something my grandfather 
used to say was “be careful 
the company you keep.” So, 
for the sake erf yourself and 
the sake of the people around 
you - be careful the company 
you keep.
kvanantwerpen
@ lanthorn rom
Dating in college, part 2: Single and still fickle
BY CHRIS SLATTERY
GVL COLUMNIST
Last issue, I established 
that we have unfair expecta­
tions for other people. Today, 
I want to talk about the 
expectations of others that 
weigh us down.
As we speed toward 
our quarter-life crises, it 
seems that we need to find a 
mate. And quickly, because 
soulmates are like the newest 
iPhone — if you don’t pick 
up one now. they’ll all soon 
be gone.
Never mind that we arc 
still relatively young and, 
God willing, have many 
years ahead of us. Instead, we 
need to imagine as if we are 
living in the Stone Age, when 
life expectancies were shorter 
and the age of marriage was 
in the teens. Just after one got 
his brontosaurus license, he 
could take his new wife out 
to Make-Out Point.
So, yes, we have this 
pressure to find our match 
as quickly as possible, but 
tragically, we are single.
That shouldn’t be a problem, 
right? Surely we have peers 
who would have a conversa­
tion, y’know, sexually.
Yet, the minute we an­
nounce our intentions to 
the world, every eligible
partner suddenly becomes 
unavailable. As loners 
walking around campus, we 
notice that everyone is in 
a relationship. The urge to 
Red Rover our way through 
the sea of couples takes a 
backseat to the notion that it’s 
a conspiracy. It’s like "The 
Truman Show,” only no one 
is watching.
Although someone may 
be paying your best friend to 
hang out with you.
What’s worse is that being 
single can be our fault. We 
weren’t happy, or maybe 
we were happy but needed 
a change, and as a result, we 
threw ourselves back into the 
ocean of the un-loved. We’ve 
tossed our shot at happiness 
away like it was garbage.
which is a complicated anal­
ogy for GVSU students, who 
are still unsure as to which 
receptacles accept which 
kind of trash.
Regardless of who caused 
your singularity (I used that 
word correctly, right?), we 
are left looking for someone 
new. It may take some time, 
but we’ll eventually get to 
the point where we want a 
connection again. And if we 
do find that one last person 
who tickles our fancy (which 
was not meant to be a double 
entendre), we can begin the 
courtship process, which I 
will cover next time. Clearly, 
you will want to read on.
And don’t call me 
Clearly...
cslatterv® lanthorn rom
dsill$@lanthorn.com
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Ijhis past week has taken a toll on me after the loss of 
my best friend. Shane Anthony Peoples-Welch. It’s difficult 
to face the reality that he’ll no longer be here with me. It’s 
going to be really hard for me, as well as the rest of the 
Grand Valley family, to cope without seeing that big smile 
that’ll light up someone’s gloomy day. It’s going to be even 
harder to know that I will never receive another “BF!!!” text 
from him. Earlier this year, I lost my grandmother, and both 
of these individuals meant a lot to me; both were people 
I confided in. Shane was there for me when my grand­
mother passed, he was always telling me to be strong and 
to repiember that she will always with be here with me in 
spirijt. I’ve been trying to take his advice as a way to handle 
his passing; however, it is not working. I can’t believe it still, 
maybe because I am still in shock.
Shane was there for me when I needed him most and 
even when I really didn’t.
A lot of people expressed, during the memorial, that they 
met Shane via Face book; well that is exactly how we met. It 
all started with a poem he wanted to share with me. Writing 
poetry was Shane’s second love to basketball; he was not 
afraid to share them with anyone. He used his poetry as a 
way to put a smile on the faces of others. If you weren’t 
smiling, Shane would put his best foot forward to make at 
least a smirk appear. He was just a caring person. At first ap­
pearance, you’d think he’s going to be a big scary dude, but 
he’s really a big teddy bear with a big heart. And to know 
that’s what caused his death is what hurts the most.
Shane really made his mark here, on campus and on 
Earth. The one person I knew on campus that everyone 
loved and never had anything negative to say about. With 
his passing, people should carefully view their lives and 
began to live by the example that Shane set with his. Never 
turning down an opportunity to assist anyone, Shane was a 
model of what being a human being meant. I am blessed to 
have spent these past three-and-a-half years with him in my 
life and as my best friend. Hopefully someday, I will be able 
to get through this and realize that he is still here with me, 
here in my heart.
Sincerely,
Erikka Simpson
'You gave me... my best days'
Dear Editor,
Shane was an amazing guy and an extraordinary friend.
If he cared about you, which was almost everybody, you 
knew you meant something to him. He went out of his way 
to help people even when he wouldn’t/didn’t benefit from 
it. To be honest. Shane cared more about others then he did 
himself. He worked very hard at everything he did and for 
everything he had; that made him very proud. He had major 
plans for the future and I watched as he worked, day and 
night, to make sure that his dreams came true.
I could go on and on about how great Shane was, how 
hard he worked, how much be cared, but there aren’t 
enough words in the world that would stop me from sound­
ing redundant. So I’m going to say this....
Laying Shane to rest has got to be the hardest thing I’ve 
ever had to do. He was more than a best friend to me and I 
will never forget or stop loving him. He was there any and 
every time I needed him, even if it was just to sit next to 
me because I didn’t want to be alone. Shane gave me three 
years of memories that I will never forget. I appreciate ev­
erything about him and everything he stood for. Ultimately 
spending time with him made me a better person and I am 
truly grateful. Tuesday we agreed that we were starting a 
new chapter in life together but I never thought it would be 
this way. I’m not liking it at all but maybe there is a surprise 
ending...
Dwaynna Dawson
To Shane:
My giant, you will forever be missed and I appreciate ev­
erything you’ve ever done for me. You asked if I regretted 
anything and honestly I don’t. You gave me some of my 
best days at GV and in life itself. I love you and I will never 
forget you.
Forever yours.
Midget
SK ** **** "•
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Caley Faulkner
Faculty Column
The midterm as a ritual: Further 
provocations on liberal education
Peter Zhang
GVSU communications professor
The midterm exam is 
not really about “stuff.” It’s 
more about what we can do 
with the stuff.
A transparency theory 
of the exam is fallacious. It 
goes like this: you get infor­
mation from the professor, 
and try as hard as you can to 
keep it intact, undistorted, 
uncontaminated, and finally 
spit it back to the professor 
on the exam. This model is 
wrongheaded in the sense 
that you, the human factor, 
are short-circuited out of 
the picture, since you don’t 
actually make any differ­
ence. You want to be the 
difference that makes a 
difference.
An idea is not a thing.
It’s a happening, an event. It 
either happens or it doesn’t. 
We don’t download ideas. 
We invent them. This ap­
plies to listening and read­
ing as well as speaking and 
writing.
The midterm is a pre­
cious opportunity for us to 
make sense of the class in a 
synoptic and panoptic way. 
All these past weeks, we’ve 
been tactical maneuverers, 
encountering authors and 
ideas in an order over which 
we have little say, playing a 
game that the rules of which 
are beyond our control. All 
of a sudden, in this time 
out of time, we inhabit a 
strategic position vis-^-vis 
the course materials. We can
size them up one by one, 
boil them down into con­
sumable bites, and line them 
up side by side. We can rub 
them against each other and 
see what sparks can be gen­
erated, or we can pit them 
against each other and see 
which argument seems to 
prevail, or we can organize 
them into a strategic forma­
tion and build a momentum 
which we can bring to bear 
on a problematic situation. 
Finally we can develop a 
synthetic map. Finally we 
get this halcyon moment 
when we can reorganize 
the whole thing as we like, 
when we can tie together the 
loose ends, and smooth over 
the rough edges. Finally we 
get to invent new things out 
of the raw materials. Finally, 
there is room (space-time) 
for play and interplay.
The most interesting 
space is the interval, the 
liminal, in-between space, 
between authors, between 
ideas. The interval is a con­
tact zone where ideas come 
into touch with other ideas, 
where authors dialogue with 
one another, where high- 
impact clashes take place. 
When we ask the question 
“What would A say to B 
about X?” we invoke and 
bring into dialogue two bod­
ies of literature.
The most interesting mo­
ment is the threshold mo­
ment, the joint of time, the 
turning point. It’s precisely 
such points that give form 
and structure to a course, 
that "articulate” it, in a lit­
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eral sense. It’s nice to have 
a midterm, when we can 
look back and look forward, 
reflect and expect.
When we cram for an 
exam, we are exercising 
animal diligence, not human 
intelligence. There is noth­
ing transparent or neutral 
about “objective questions,” 
or the multiple-choice 
format. It positions us as 
animals.
Condemn the tyranny 
of the multiple-choice 
format, for it leaves little 
room for interpretation and 
imagination. To be deprived 
of our birthright to come 
at issues in an oblique 
way is to be enslaved. By 
contrast, an essay exam 
makes us more resource­
ful . As Marshall McLuhan 
puts it, “The medium is the 
message.” An essay exam 
models resourcefulness as 
an active disposition, as a 
value, as an ethos. To trade 
in enslavement of the mind 
for polymetis - is there a 
better way of acting out our 
sovereignty and authenticity 
as college students?
The midterm is a mo­
ment of dramatic realiza­
tion, for the examiner as 
well as the examinee.
Each iteration is a 
reiteration. An idea put in a 
new context becomes a new 
idea. It gains a new life and 
displays a new vitality.
The midterm marks 
a temporal and psychic 
juncture, where a collective 
interpretive horizon starts 
to take shape and reveal 
itself, where a learning 
community comes into its 
own. It reminds us that real 
learning is predicated upon 
a necessary and meaningful 
duration, upon the depth of 
time, and that information 
theory has no place in the 
transformative process of 
learning.
One can have access to 
tons of searchable informa­
tion but that says nothing 
about learning. Learning 
relies on tangible contexts 
and readiness of the mind. 
“For no gift comes to you 
unprepared-for. And that 
visitation comes not, if there 
be no house ready to receive 
it” (Saint Exupery, The 
Wisdom of the Sands, 206). 
We need to make a “clear­
ing” for it first, as Martin 
Heidegger would say. The 
net result of learning is an
embodied disposition, a 
positive virtue that is ready 
to translate into practical 
effectiveness. There is a 
world of difference between 
an embodied disposition and 
“just-in-time knowledge.”
Like many other chal­
lenging situations, if the 
midterm does not kjll u$, 
it’ll make us stronger.
We second-guess our­
selves to death. Too often, 
“What does s/he want from 
us” keeps us from realizing 
that perhaps s/he is more 
curious about what we have 
to say about such and such. 
What we take to be falsity 
may well harbor a produc­
tive energy, a positive pow­
er. Perhaps we should shoot 
for provocativeness, rather 
than mere correctness. In 
the last analysis, it’s actually 
not about allegedly objec­
tive knowledge detached 
from the knower, or the spo­
ken about not tinged by any 
speaking position. We don’t 
have access to the thing- 
in-self, after all. As Henri 
Lefebvre puts it: “the world 
that offers itself up to us is 
relative to our senses and 
the instruments we have at 
our disposal... another scale 
would determine another 
world. The same? With­
out doubt, but differently 
grasped” (Rhythmanalysis: 
Space,Time and Everyday 
Life, 83). What exactly 
do we get from the course 
readings if not each author’s 
view of things - assertions 
and arguments called into 
being by the specific angst 
of a specific interpretive 
community? Similarly, our 
answers to exam ques­
tions cannot but be once- 
occurrences, haecceities. 
That doesn’t mean there’s 
no distinction between more 
useful answers and less use­
ful answers.
“I’ve never had a 
problem with spelling or 
sentence construction. Then 
one day, this professor 
circled a number of expres­
sions in my essay exam.
Isn’t that odd?”
“Looks like none of the 
professors you’ve encoun­
tered before cares about you 
as much. When you have a 
piece of spinach between 
your teeth, only the one who 
really cares about you will 
tell you about it. No point 
getting defensive. It’s a sign 
of love.”
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Protest: Demonstrators gather in downtown grand rapids as a part of Occupy Grand Rapids. The movement is a part of a larger national movement in which citizens are protesting Wall Street and corporate greed.
OCCUPY GRAND RAPIDS Occupy Wall Street effort moves from New York to West Michigan, plans made for upcoming protest in Grand Rapids
By Elijah Brumback
GVL Staff Writer
The movement that started 
on Wall Street in New York 
Gty has reached West Michi­
gan, with supporters assem­
bling in numbers at Calder 
Plaza in downtown Grand 
Rapids Saturday in what was 
the second of general assem­
blies.
The demonstrators met 
first at the Fulton Street Farm­
er’s Market and then marched 
to Calder Plaza, where they 
held an open forum to discuss 
logistics, voice concerns and 
raise further support for the 
upcoming occupation.
The nationwide Occupy 
movement has been criticized 
for its ambiguity and lack of 
focus, with no clear leader or 
clear unpacking of key issues, 
but the core of the movement 
seems to rest with the censure 
of Wall Street and the con­
demnation of corporate greed, 
which has created disparity 
between the social classes.
“I’ve been following it in 
New York, I followed it when 
it moved to Boston and right 
when I saw the Grand Rap­
ids (Facebook) page pop up, 
I liked it, then I started to get 
involved in the dialogue and 
wanted to bring my skill set 
to the table and help get this 
thing off the ground,” said 
Mike Kolehouse, 25, a local 
political organizer and 2010 
political science graduate of 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity.
Kolehouse currently works 
for a nonprofit and was previ­
ously the deputy campaign 
manager for Brandon Dillion, 
D-Grand Rapids. He has also 
worked with the Michigan 
Education Association’s local 
affiliate, Grand Rapids Edu­
cation Association.
Kolehouse said the main 
points of this occupation is 
to address the ideas that the 
burdens of the state cannot be 
shifted on to the backs of the 
middle class, the poor and the 
elderly. He said that this year 
alone there has been an 86-per­
cent tax cut for corporations, 
a $236 million tax on senior 
pensions and a 48-month life­
time limit on cash assistance, 
which he said directly affects 
the working poor.
“Everyone’s taxes have 
been rai sed so that we (govern­
ment) can lower taxes for big 
businesses and corporations,” 
Kolehouse said. “That’s not 
fair; you shouldn’t take from 
the poor to give to rich.”
Shared sacrifice is only 
shared sacrifice if all parties 
involved are sharing. Kole­
house added.
Kathryn “Kat” Sluka, who 
said she was the first female 
arrested at the Occupy Wall 
Street demonstration, was 
present at Calder Plaza help­
ing to organize the general as­
sembly.
“I was arrested twice and 
after my second arrest, it was
Everyone's taxes have been 
raised so that we (government) can 
lower taxes for big businesses and 
corporations... You shouldn't take 
from the poor to give to the rich.**
Mike Kolehouse
Political organizer
very, very difficult for me,” 
she said. “I was sexually as­
saulted, manhandled, I was 
held for 30 hours so it was 
time for me to go home.”
Despite being arrested, 
Sluka. 24, said she learned a 
lot while in New York.
“I honestly thought it was 
going to last a day or two, 
and a friend invited me, and I 
thought, why not, you ask me 
to go somewhere, I typically 
go,” she said. “When I got 
there I had this overwhelming 
sense that this was something
bigger than I had ever experi­
enced. It just grabbed ahold of 
me, the people were incred­
ible and I stayed.”
Sluka hails from Muskeg­
on, Mich., which has suffered 
unemployment and economic 
strain as well, and was repre­
senting everyone else from 
Muskegon who could not at­
tend.
“I learned about direct-hor­
izontal democracy, I learned 
about how anarchy can work 
in such a beautiful, yet con­
structed form, I learned about
smaller movements all over 
the country and the world,” 
she said.
Beyond these things, Slu­
ka said she also learned about 
what the NY PD is capable of, 
including certain “war tac­
tics” as well as the support she 
experienced from complete 
strangers.
However, Sluka is still fac­
ing charges, including three 
counts of civil disobedience, 
one refusing to obey a lawful 
order and one resisting arrest, 
all which are civil infractions. 
The American Civil Liber­
ties Union was contacted on 
her behalf and she has lawyer 
from the National Lawyers 
Guild.
Fermin Valle, a fifth-year 
senior studying biomedical 
sciences at GVSU and mem­
ber of the student organization 
Nouvftaux Social istes, attend­
ed the assembly.
“I am here today because
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I am one of the many people 
who share a large discontent 
and dissatisfaction with the 
political and economic sys­
tem,” he said.
Valle said he hopes to get 
GVSU students to take notice 
of what is affecting them, but 
that because it still in the early 
stages of organization, it is 
hard to draw a concrete plan.
“These things Like time 
to actually develop,” he said. 
“This general assembly is 
aimed to have a sharp discus­
sion around what our nearest 
plans should be.”
The group is also planning 
to bring a list a demands to 
city officials as well as apply 
for a permit to occupy a loca­
tion for an extended period «f 
time, which they can only do 
at today’s city council meet­
ing. The meetings are held on 
the second and fourth Mon­
days of each month. If they 
are denied a permit they are 
prepared to contact the ACLU 
for help.
Other plans included figur­
ing out bathrooms, sleeping 
arrangements and food.
As of 3 p.m. Saturday, a 
tentative date for the begin­
ning of the occupation was 
set for Oct. 22, the same day 
Detroit is set to begin its own 
demonstration, though a lo­
cation had not been agreed 
upon. Some were set on be­
ginning the occupation that 
day at Calder Plaza. For more 
information on Occupy Grand 
Rapids, visit the groups’ Face- 
book page at Facebook.com/ 
OccupyGrandRapids.
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GVL Arcnve
Taming the Wildcats: Senior linebacker Brad Howard makes a tackle in last year's match up between the Northern 
Michigan Wildcats and GVSU Lakers. This year the Lakers won 42-7, picking off four passes in the process.
Lakers take control early, cruise to 42-7 victory over Northern Michf^in
By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Sports Editor
Going into Saturday’s game 
at Northern Michigan University, 
the Grand Valley State University 
football team had forced just one 
interception in its first five games, 
ranking last in GLIAC.
But early season happenings were 
not the case against the Wildcats as 
GVSU (3-3,2-3 GLIAC) intercepted 
Northern Michigan quarterback 
Carter Kopach four times, a season 
high, en route to a 42-7 victory at the 
Superior Dome in Marquette, Mich.
“Defensively, this was your 
classic ‘bend-but-don’t-break’ 
game,” said GVSU head coach Matt 
Mitchell. “We gave up yardage but 
got stops and turnovers in the red 
zone. Scoring defense is the most 
important defensive stat and we held 
them to seven points.”
Led by two interceptions from 
sophomore safety Eric Thompson, 
one a95-yardretumforatouchdown, 
the GVSU defense slowed a Northern 
Michigan offense that averaged 28 
points per game entering this past 
weekend’s contest.
The defensive line pressured 
Kopach into a number of bad throws 
throughout the game, and the GVSU 
defense changed up its rushers and 
quarterback spies to slow the senior.
“Our game plan was to try to keep 
him in front of us, sometimes rushing 
three with a spy, but we didn’t want 
to give him any big plays,” Mitchell 
said. “We kind of gave him the 
opportunity to complete some short 
passes, just dink and dunk stuff, 
but we held them to seven and for 
the first time this year were on the 
positive end of turnovers.”
Along with Thompson’s two 
interceptions, comerbacks Michael 
Hatcher and Kenny Veal each had 
interceptions of their own, both
Junior running back Norman 
Shuford put together a successful day 
on the ground, rushing for 88 yards 
on 10 carries while also catching 
two passes for 35 yards. The rushing 
success of Shuford and sophomore 
Mike Rattay, who finished with 
68 yards on the ground in place of 
Jackson, set up quarterback Heath 
Parling in the passing game.
Parling, who accounted for six 
touchdowns in last week’s win over 
Tiffin, continued his strong play this 
week. The sophomore had only four 
incompletions in a game Mitchell 
called “efficient.” Parling threw for 
171 yards and five touchdowns, 
four of which to receiver Jovonne 
Augustus.
“When he’s running past guys in 
coverage, I can basically put it up 
there anywhere,” Parling said. “It 
makes it a lot easier on my part, but I 
was real proud of how he played, he 
comes to practice every day ready to 
play. I was just proud.”
The 6-foot-5 senior played his 
best game of the season, grabbing 
four passes, all for touchdowns, to 
go with 69 yards. Parling’s chemistry 
with his receivers has been a big 
reason for the offense’s success 
through the air, and Augustus says 
that comes down to repetition and 
practice.
“We’ve just been working on 
everything since summer time,” he 
said. “We throw every day and it was 
just a matter of time until I broke out 
and had a good game. It was really 
key that [Northern Michigan] was 
really jumping everything, leaving 
me open.”
With the win, the Lakers have 
won consecutive games for the 
first time this season, and will 
look to carry the momentum into 
next weekend’s game at Lake Erie 
College.
sports @ lanthorn .com
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Jumpball: Senior wide reciever Jovonne Augustus catches a pass during last year's matchup 
against Northern Michigan University. Augustus tallied four touchdowns Saturday.
coming with Northern Michigan 
driving on the GVSU end of the 
field.
“The biggest take away was when 
Kenny Veal got his in the end zone — 
that changed the momentum,” said 
senior wideout Jovonne Augustus. 
“Our defense played really good and 
made plays. They just need to find a 
rhythm and chemistry, and they’ve
found that in the last two games.”
Playing without sophomore 
running back Hersey Jackson, who 
sat out with a shoulder injury he 
suffered against Tiffin University 
last week, the GVSU offense found 
its groove early, jumping out to a 
21-0 lead early in the second quarter 
thanks to a mix of runs and play- 
action passes.
:
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Cunningham notches 
Athlete of the Week 
award
After hi$ win in the GLIAC 
Championships last week­
end, Grand Valley State Uni­
versity's Chris Cunningham 
has been honored as the 
GLIAC men's golf Athlete of 
the Week.
Last year's GLIAC Fresh­
man of the Year put together 
a one-over, 217 at the GLIAC 
Championships, which was 
good for medalist honors. 
Cunningham is the first GVSU 
golfer to earn medalist hon­
ors at the GLIAC Champion­
ships since Matt Malloure in 
2007.
CROSSCOUNTRY
Kinney clinches 
Athlete of the Week 
award
A week after her male 
counterpart, Grand Valley 
State University cross coun­
try runner Tyler Emmorey, 
was honored as the GLIAC 
cross country Athlete of the 
Week, senior Monica Kinney 
has received the award.
The second-place finisher 
- and highest finishing Divi­
sion II runner - in the Notre 
Dame Invitational Gold race 
on Sept. 30, Kinney has paced 
the women's cross country 
team all season long, and is 
one of the top returning run­
ners from last season's na­
tional championship team.
GLIAC STANDINGS
FOOTBALL
GLIAC North
Saginaw Valley 4-1
Ferris State 3-2
Indianapolis 3-2
Michigan Tech. 3-2
GVSU 2-3
Northern Mich. 2-3
Northwood 0-5
SOCCER
GLIAC North
GVSU 10-0
Ferris Sate 6-2-2
Northern Mich. 5-3-2
Saginaw Valley 3-6-1
Northwood 3-7
Michigan Tech. 2-7-1
VOLLEYBALL
GLIAC North
Ferris State 11-1
Northern Mich. 8-2
Saginaw Valley 8-3
Northwood 6-5
GVSU 6-6
Lake Superior 3-8
Michigan Tech. 0-10
IMPACT
PLAYERS
■
 Jovonne Augustus
Wide Receiver
Being 6-foot-5 has its advantages and 
the senior receiver showed that on 
Saturday. Four catches - all of which 
came in the endzone, gave Augustus 
the first four-touchdown game since 
David Kircus did it in 2002.
Zach Breen
Strong Safety
In his first action f the season, the 
senior had no problem giving the Lakers' 
defense a boost. O  top of his block of a 
Northern Michigan University field goal 
in the second quarter, he recorded a 
team-high nine tackles.
PLAY BY PLAY
ROUNDUP
1st quarter
09:24 GV
J. Augustus 4 yd pass from 
Heath Parling (Ryan Stokes 
kick)
04:39 GV
J. Augustus 18 yd pass 
from Heath Parling (Ryan 
Stokes kick)
2nd quarter
14:56 GV
Greg Gay 9 yd pass from 
Heath Parling (Ryan Stokes 
kick)
04:57 NM 
Prince Young 1 yd run 
(Rockne Belmonte kick)
3rd quarter
07:41 GV
J. Augustus 42 yd pass 
from Heath Parling (Ryan 
Stokes kick)
4th quarter
13:14 GV
Erik Thompson 95 yd 
interception return (Ryan 
Stokes kick)
10:45 GV .
J. Augustus 5 yd pass from 
Heath Parling (Ryan Stokes 
kick)
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Weekend win*: Freshman foward Juane Odendaal strikes the ball 
during a past game. The No. 5-ranked team went undefeated this 
weekend against Northwood and Saginaw Valley State universities.
Lakers prepare for 
postseason with 
weekend victories
It shows 
we're not 
a one-man 
team. Team's 
can't rely on • 
having to mark 
one player.**
Ashley Botts 
Junior forward
By Joe Maher-Edgin
GVL Staff Writer
The postseason men­
tality is setting in as the 
No. 5 Grand Valley State 
University women’s soc­
cer team has set its sights 
on winning its sixth- 
consecutive GLIAC title.
The Lakers are inching 
closer after cruising past 
Northwood University 4-0 
and rival Saginaw Valley 
State University 2-0 this 
weekend, extending their 
unbeaten record this season 
to 12 games.
Junior forward Ashley 
Botts, who has 13 goals this 
season and is ranked in the
top five in the nation in total goals, said her team is chang­
ing its outlook on games as its regular season is ending.
“I think we strive to get better everyday,” Botts said. 
“As we get closer to (the) post season, the want to play 
another day starts getting on everyone’s mind ... so we are 
playing like we really want to get there.”
That sentiment is shared throughout the team, as head 
coach Dave Dilani sees the final stretch as a time for prepa­
ration, but also to finish the regular season strong.
“We are moving into the transitional period, but we still 
have regular season games left,” Dilanni said.
Dilanni said his team will look to make sure that they 
are working to achieve those goals in the coming weeks.
“As we get closer those goals become more real,” Di­
lanni said. “Our number one goal is to win the GLIAC ... 
We want to be able to have the conference tournament 
at home and we’ve got about three weeks to make some 
changes, adjustments and improvements.”
GVSU’s (10-0-2, 9-0 GLLAQ trip to the east side of 
Michigan began at the Timberwolves’ (4-7, 3-7 GLIAC) 
Dean Reid on Friday.
It took an 18-minute period in the first half for the Lak­
ers to score all four of their goals in the shut out 4-0 vic­
tory.
Then freshman Jenny Shaba then set up goals by fresh­
man Juane Odendaal and junior Molly Streete; both scored 
within four minutes of each other. Senior midfielder Jessica 
Trost sealed the victory just before halftime with a long dis­
tance strike from the middle of the field and 25 yards out­
side of the penalty box.
“It was great to see so many people get on the board,” 
Botts said. “It shows we’re not a a one-man team. Teams 
can’t rely on having to mark one player... We have multiple 
threats.”
The Lakers then traveled to SVSU (4-6-1,3-6-1 GLI­
AC) on Sunday for a 2 pjn. kickoff with Cardinals.
GVSU struggled to find the net in the first half despite 
out-shooting SVSU 8-3. Junior forward Kayla Addison tal­
lied the first goal of the game for the Lakers in the 51st 
minute of play Maria Brown then set up Botts to seal the 
victory with just nine minutes remaining in the game.
Junior goalkeeper Chelsea Panse made three saves and 
continued her current three-game shutout streak. She has 
tallied seven shutouts this season.
The Lakers will close out their five game road trip next 
weekend with games at Northern Michigan University on 
Friday and at Michigan Technological University on Sun­
day.
jmaheredgin® lanthorn rom
VOLLEYBALL
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Setting up the season: Junior Olivia Kohler sets the ball for her teammates during a past match. The team's victories over the weekend indicated a 
return to the winning expectations set by previous teams. The Lakers defeated Ashland University 3-1 before defeating Lake Erie College 3-0.
Lakers snap losing streak on road trip
By Jon Van Zytveld
GVL Staff Writer
T
here are few things more sat­
isfying to a team than several 
strong wins following a losing 
streak, especially while on the road.
This past weekend, the Grand Val­
ley State University volleyball team 
made a return to traditional form after 
several losses, pulling off wins against 
Ashland University and Lake Erie Col­
lege 3-1 and 3-0, respectively.
“We served really well,” said GVSU 
head coach Deanne Scanlon. “We kept 
the pressure on Ashland and forced 
them into making a lot of errors. It’s 
always hard to win on the road, but it’s 
especially good to get a win after we’ve 
dropped so many five game matches.”
On Friday, the team traveled to Ash­
land, Ohio to face off against the Eagles 
(9-6,7-4 GLIAC). Despite their incon­
sistencies early this season, the Lakers 
(9-7,6-6 GLIAC) kept the pressure on 
and caused Ashland trouble early late 
in the match.
Despite falling 23-25 in the first set, 
the Lakers rallied back in a close sec­
ond. Near the end of the set, the Lakers 
showed determination in forcing Ash­
land into attack errors.
At the same time, GVSU improved 
its defense thanks to several digs and 
blocks on defense.
The Lakers finished the set with a 
kill from Lyndsey Holt, closing out the 
Eagles, 25-23.
The Lakers pulled off an early lead 
in the third set, keeping the advantage 
to the end. The fourth, and final, set 
was close, but GVSU maintained the 
pressure and narrowly won, finishing 
the game 3-1.
“We cut down on our errors,” Scan­
lon said. “I think our players just got 
tired of losing, and they battled.”
Outside hitter Abby Aiken described 
the elements of their success, explain­
ing that they primarily boiled down 
to determination, passing and follow- 
through.
“We came in with a lot of energy and 
we really wanted to get the job done 
and get the win,” said Aiken, a fresh­
man. “We’re really focused on passing, 
because we realized that when we pass 
•\Cefl , we do evetythffifc elsi fairly well.’ 
Our serving was great, and we got a lot
of aces that allowed us to keep the ad­
vantage and win the match.”
On Oct. 9, the Lakers hit the road 
again, this time for Painesville, Ohio, 
home of the Lake Erie College Storm.
In the first set, the teams played 
evenly, exchanging point for point be­
fore the Lakers pulled ahead late, clos­
ing the set 25-18.
During the next two sets, the Lak­
ers held nothing back, dominating 
the Storm (2-11, 1-10 GLIAC) with 
numerous kills, while forcing the op­
ponents into several attack errors. The 
game ended with a final kill by Ally 
Simmons, finishing the last two sets 
25-12 and 25-5.
“I think that we came out really 
hard against two very important teams, 
and it just felt really great to win,” said 
middle blocker Sam Phillips. “We usu­
ally work really hard, but this weekend 
we did especially. We came out with 
some positive energy; we just really 
wanted the win.”
The Lakers play next weekend at the 
GLIAC/GLVC Crossover on Oct. 14 
and 15. The time, location and oppo­
nent WflH^released later this wiPK.
jvanzytveld@ lanthorn .com
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Defense wins, ask Northern Michigan
BRADY FREDRICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR
They say defense wins 
championships.
I’m not sure who “they” 
4re, but they’re usually 
right: the team that allows 
the least amount of points 
wins.
That’s why the Grand 
Valley State University 
football team’s 42-7 victory 
over Northern Michigan 
University this weekend 
was the most important 
game of the Lakers’ season.
Not only did the win help 
bring the team’s record back 
to .500, but it also served 
as a reminder that this is 
a team capable of playing 
good, ball-hawking defense.
Throughout the team’s 
decade of dominance in 
the 2000s, turnovers and 
defense were the staple, and 
this year’s defense, while 
talented, had not been able 
to force turnovers or, well, 
stop anyone.
That all changed on 
Saturday.
I know, your knowledge 
of GLIAC football person­
nel might be a little rusty, 
but Northern Michigan 
runs out a very dangerous 
offense. Their quarterback, 
Carter Kopach, is one of the 
top dual-threat signal callers 
in the conference, and the 
Lakers’ defense made him 
look confused throughout.
Whether it was constant 
pressure from the defen­
sive line, or the lineback­
ers keeping him stuck in 
the pocket, Kopach wasn’t 
able to get into any sort of 
comfort zone — and that led 
to the interceptions.
As for his receivers, they 
looked about as comfortable 
as a nerdy kid is when an at­
tractive girl sits next to him 
on the bus.
I’m sure you’re all aware 
of the term “alligator arms,” 
which in football is basi­
cally short-arming a catch. 
Well, as far as the Northern 
Michigan receivers knew, 
they were all playing like 
Wally Gator (look him up, 
he’s seriously the only fa­
mous alligator ever created).
Regardless, it was the 
ability of the GVSU second­
ary to make plays on the 
ball and be physical with 
the receivers that caused 
that. GVSU color commen­
tator Rob Rubick noted it
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during the game, but by the 
fourth quarter the Northern 
Michigan receivers were 
intimidated, almost afraid to 
catch the ball.
Whether that led to the 
Huskies’ numerous dropped 
passes is something I can’t 
fully answer, but that physi- 
cality by the defense was 
reason No. 1 for the team’s 
win.
It also helps that the 
defense- was coming away 
with interceptions and not 
just batting down passes 
too. Sophomore safety Erik 
Thompson has the speed to 
take any interception back 
for a touchdown — and fans 
saw that on Saturday with 
his 95-yard return touch­
down.
Big plays like that help 
all facets of the game. It 
gives the offense more 
chances, and as senior 
receiver Jovonne Augustus
said Saturday, it can totally 
change a game’s momen­
tum.
If junior comer back 
Kenny Veal doesn’t pick off 
Kopach in the first quarter, 
Northern Michigan scores.
If sophomore comer back 
Michael Hatcher doesn’t 
intercept Kopach’s failed 
flea-flicker pass rn the third 
quarter, the Huskies prob­
ably are in position to score.
Defense and turnovers 
matter, and as the Lakers 
showed this weekend, they 
can win you a game. Appar­
ently, those ‘they’ guys actu­
ally do know what they’re 
talking about.
sports @ lanthorn .com
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Lakers sweep ACHA Dll Showcase games in St. Louis
By Derek Wolff
GVL Senior Reporter
ST. LOUIS — A Compass Coach bus sat 
outside Georgetown Ice Arena in Allendale 
at 11:30 p.m. Thursday waiting to take 
the Grand Valley State University club 
hockey team on an eight-hour ride to St. 
Louis for the American Collegiate Hockey 
Association Division II Showcase, a 20- 
team affair where each school would play 
three games in three days.
Friday night’s affair was back to business 
for the Lakers, who have lost key members 
from last season’s championship squad 
but gained seven freshman forwards and 
two new goalies. Goalie Doug Chidester 
recorded a 16-save shutout in his Laker 
debut against the San Diego State University. 
GVSU efficiently demolished the Aztec’s 
empire, scoring twice in each period with 
goals from Brad Wilhelm, Zac Strain, Dylan 
Dault, Eric Beaupre, Jake Endicott and Tim 
Marney.
Saturday’s matchup against Colorado 
resulted in a 5-3 win for the Lakers after 
a sluggish period and a half saw Wilhelm 
score twice with Marney getting the game 
winner and Jake Vaughan also netting one 
on a shot from the right point. Brad Keough 
iced the game with an empty-netter.
The trip, one of the team’s biggest of 
the season, gave them a chance to bond on 
and off the ice, helping to build chemistry 
between the players.
“The best part of this trip is it’s early in 
the season and it gets everyone accustomed 
to each other,” said Ryan Welch, a fifth-year 
senior. “It’s a good team-building trip and 
you get to know the new guys a little better. 
I love these trips; there are no girlfriends or 
homework, it’s just about the team.”
The seven freshman forwards have 
all contributed nicely to the team. One, 
Endicott, had four points over the weekend.
“Getting together with, everyone, 
watching the Tigers, watching hockey and 
hanging out with everyone and having a good 
time while having fun and playing hockey 
— that’s what it’s all about,” Endicott said. 
It’s been good as well getting to know the
GVL Archive
Ice cold: Senior Ryan Welch battles an opponent in a face-off during a past game. Welch and his teammates led the Lakers to a crushing victory in the American 
Collegiate Hockey Association Division II Showcase, where they went 3-for-3 in the 20-team event. Much of the team's success was due to their new players.
upperclassmen, all of their experiences — 
it’s just a good time.”
Fifth-year senior goalie Josh LaVigne, 
who recorded the win on Saturday and 
played about half of Sunday’s matchup 
before being taken off for Chidester to 
get playing time, said he felt that they are 
beneficial for the team’s success.
“I think it’s fun to be with everyone and 
it’s a good team bonding experience,” he 
said. “It helps us out a lot and it’s obviously 
fun to get out and play different teams than 
what we’ve seen all year.”
Sunday brought about the same result as 
the other days, with the Lakers defeating 
Texas A&M 8-2 behind a plethora of scoring. 
Keough led the way with two goals while 
Welch, Vaughan and Endicott also found the 
back of the net.
On paper, the Lakers rolled through their 
first test of Division II opponents, a good 
start to a long season and the team will hope 
to continue that roll on Saturday against 
the University of Michigan-Dearbom at 
Georgetown Ice Arena.
dwolff @ lanthorn .com
I love these trips; there 
are no girlfriends or 
homework, it's just about 
the team.**
Ryan Welch
GVSU senior forward
W. TENNIS
Aggressive mentality leads 
team to pair of victories
Women defeat Ashland, Old Dominion, Lake Erie
GVL Archive
Sweep: Sophomore Lexi Rice returns a volley during a past match.
By Stephanie Deible
GVL Intern
End results in tennis depend 
heavily on the execution in 
singles and doubles, and in 
recent weeks the Grand Valley 
State University women’s 
tennis team has made it known 
that i n order for the Lakers to be 
the best team they are capable 
of being this season, they must 
increase their aggressiveness 
in doubles play.
This weekend the Lakers 
went on the road for three 
GLIAC matches with the goal 
of playing aggressive through 
the entirety of each match 
and coming out of doubles 
competition with the lead.
“This weekend was all 
about us coming out ready 
to play,” said freshman Leah 
Dancz. “We can’t afford 
another loss because it really 
hurts our chances of going to 
nationals.”
On Friday, in a match that 
determined third place in 
the conference, GVSU was 
able to claim a 2-1 lead over 
Ashland University (8-3, 8-3 
GLIAC) after doubles play 
was complete and delivered 
solid singles performances 
across the board to down the 
Eagles, 8-1.
Sophomores Niki Shipman 
and Lexi Rice used come- 
from-behind victories during 
singles play to give the Lakers 
a singles sweep over Ashland.
Shipman, who plays at 
No. 1 singles, lost her first 
set 3-6 before bouncing back 
to defeat her opponent 6-2, 
6-4. Similarly, Rice, the No. 
4 singles player, dropped the 
first set 3-6 and then came 
back to win sets two and three 
by a score of 6-3,6-2.
“Coming back (from a 
deficit] is all about focus,” 
Shipman said. “It’s not about 
who is in better shape, it’s
about who wants it more.”
On Saturday, GVSU 
continued to focus on its 
doubles play, winning a pair 
of matches to give the Lakers 
a 2-1 advantage over Ohio 
Dominican University (7-5, 
6-5 GLIAC) at the start of 
singles play.
Rice once again turned 
in strong performances 
for GVSU, downing the 
Panthers in straight sets 6-0, 
6-0. However, Rice was not 
alone; senior Alyssa Lucas 
and sophomore Alison Fecko 
defeated their counterparts 6-0, 
6-1 and 6-1,6-0, respectively, 
while freshman I^eah Dancz 
remains unbeaten on the year, 
improving to 5-0 after her 
singles victory.
With two wins this 
weekend, GVSU improves to 
9-2 on the season and 8-2 in 
the GLIAC.
"This weekend went 
very well,” said GVSU head 
coach John Black. “Doubles 
seem to be playing more as 
a team, moving their feet.
communicating and playing 
more aggressive.”
On Sunday, the Lakers’ 
match against Lake Erie 
College (0-10, 0-9 GLIAC) 
ended in a forfeit because the 
Storm did not have full rosters 
ready to compete.
As the regular season 
winds down, the Lakers look 
to continue to perfect their 
doubles play on Thursday 
when they head to Ferris State 
University for a match that was 
rescheduled dqe to rain before 
competing in the GLIAC 
tournament on Oct. 21.
Although. GVSU is not 
overlooking Ferris State, 
they are ready for a chance 
to avenge an early season 5-4 
loss to Wayne State University 
during the conference 
tournament.
“I think everyone on the 
team was disappointed on how 
we played against (Wayne 
State] so we’re hoping for 
another shot at them.” said 
Black.
sports @ lanthorn com
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lour future awaits briefs
AIDS walk to take 
place Wednesday
Members and support­
ers of TOMS Campus Club 
at GVSU will walk barefoot 
or in their TOMS shoes to 
support the fight against 
HIV/AIDS in Africa on 
Wednesday.
Those interested can 
register starting at noon 
in the Cook-DeWitt Plaza. 
The walk will begin at 
12:30 p.m, and last until 
130.
To learn more, email 
tomsgvsu@gmail.com.
Silent Witness 
program to take 
place Wednesday
The annual Silent Wit­
ness: Remembering Lives 
Lost to Domestic and Dat­
ing Violence event will 
take place Wednesday at 
12:30 p.m.
The event tells the 
true stories of Michigan 
women and children who 
have died at the hands of 
those they loved in the 
past year.
Attendees will learn 
how to help stop the vio­
lence. Silent Witness will 
take place in the DeVos 
Exhibition Hall on GVSU's 
Pew Campus.
Michigan-made film 
to screen in Grand 
Rapids
“Answer This!" will have 
showings from Friday until 
Oct. 21 at the Celebration! 
Cinema North Grand Rap­
ids.
The comedy/drama 
about a student a bar trivia 
tournament and a girl was 
filmed at the University of 
Michigan, and directed by 
Christopher Farah.
Farah will visit the 
GVSU Film and Conversa­
tions Club to discuss the 
film today. The club meets 
at 8 p.m. in Lake Michigan 
Hall Room 176.
For more information, 
email bomerd@mail.gvsu. 
edu.
Pedometer 
Challenge has 
begun
The faculty and staff 
of GVSU began the 2011 
Pedometer Challenge Oct. 
3, to get more active and 
have some friendly com­
petition against those of 
Saginaw Valley State Uni­
versity.
The challenge goes 
through Nov. 9.
For more informa­
tion, visit www.gvsu.edu/ 
healthwellness.
GVSU Biggest Loser 
in fourth week
The GVSU Biggest Los­
er competitors are in their 
fourth week of themed 
workouts, food journals 
and individual and group 
challenges.
There are seven people 
who have been consis­
tently participating and 
earning points toward the 
final prize.
The competition goes 
until Nov. 10.
Undergraduates learn about research opportunities at fair
j By Rachel Melke
i GVL Staff Writer
ave you ever wanted to experience your 
career field firsthand? Even as under­
graduates, students can participate in 
. research and creative projects in areas related to 
{ their majors.
I Grand Valley State University’s Center for 
‘ Scholarly and Creative Excellence and the Of- 
'fice of Undergraduate Research and Scholarship 
; co-sponsored the third annual Undergraduate 
; Research Fair in the Kirkhof Center on Tuesday
• to show students some of these research oppor-
• tunities.
“I came here because I wanted get more pro- 
’ fessional experience in my field,” said junior 
Amanda Gibson, a biomedical sciences major.
The first Undergraduate Research Fair two 
years ago only brought in about 60 to 70 stu­
dents, but this year the attendance was estimated
• at around 300.
Students waited in line to register, then con­
tinued on to the provided buffet meal. Groups 
sat or stood at cocktail tables before roaming 
around the room for booths of their field or in- 
‘ terest.
, - Many on-campus departments attended in 
J subjects such as anthropology, geography, geolo- 
{ gy, history, hospitality and tourism management,
• liberal studies, psychology and communications.
• Other departments were also represented, bring­
ing the total to 24 different groups.
{ Some of the groups also held discussions 
.outside of the Grand River Room about the re­
search being done in their departments and how 
students can engage themselves as undergradu­
ates.
Susan Mendoza, director of undergraduate 
research and scholarship, said the intention of 
the research fair was to make the idea of doing 
undergraduate research known to students.
“It provides the opportunity to apply what 
students learn in the classroom outside of the 
classroom,” Mendoza said.
A relatively new office on campus, the Of­
fice of Fellowships, was also there to promote 
its offerings to students. While walking through, 
Students were approached by graduate assistant
• Jackie Dickinson, who filled students in on what 
I the Office of Fellowships does. Although they 
{do not focus on research, they do help by pro­
viding nationally competitive scholarship and 
fellowship advising services to GVSU students
GVL / Rachel Iturralde
Questions answered: GVSU professor Steve Matchett talks to a undergraduate about chemistry at the Undergraduate 
Research Fair. Attendance at this year's event was about 300 students, up from 60 to 70 students at the inaugural fair in 2009.
and alumni.
Dickinson said the research that students do 
as undergraduates helps to make them more eli­
gible for these national scholarships. The Office 
of Fellowships was there to support research as 
\yell as get its name out to more members of the 
GVSU community.
The Undergraduate Research Fair also in­
formed students about the projects other stu­
dents on campus are participating in.
Some students already actively participate in 
research and can see the benefits.
“Research has shown me how I can be a con­
tributing force in the discovery of knowledge 
for humanity,” said senior Patrick Louden, a 
chemistry and mathematics double major. “It 
has taught me humility on more than one occa­
sion, but has also shown me reasons truly worth 
celebrating over.”
Louden investigates rare molecular events 
such as evaporation and protein motion using 
molecular dynamics simulations.
For more information about the Office of 
Undergraduate Research and Scholarship, visit 
w-ww.gvsu.ours.
rme Ike @ lanthorn .com
New group helps nontraditional students Transfer Together
♦By Kendal Pektas
1(GVL Staff Writer
(
Past, present and future transfer 
•students no longer have to worry
• about the difficulties of mak­
ing friends and finding their way 
{around Grand Valley State Univer- 
{aty’s campus — instead, they can 
;Transfer Together.
; The experience of a transfer stu- 
jdent is a different experience than 
•that of a freshman. Transfers do not 
.always get to live with other trans­
fer students, and upperclassmen 
’likely have friends from previous 
{classes, or acquaintances from the 
{dorms when they were freshman.
; , Transfer Together is a student 
•organization for all transfer stu­
dents.
J Its mission is to ease the transi- 
{tion into the GVSU life for incom- 
|ing students, providing one another 
{with a network of people who 
;have gone, or are currently going 
j through, the same experience.
“Each co-founder of our orga- 
Inization faced a variety of learn­
ing experiences during the trans­
fer process that incoming transfer 
{students can benefit from,” said 
{GVSU junior Karlee Davis, the 
{president and co-founder of Trans­
fer Together. “Our goal is to bring a 
•group of transfer students together,
• both past and present, and just get 
.’to know each other as friends and 
{fellow students.”
| The idea of having such an orga- 
Jnization on campus came about in 
{the spring. Davis and Erin Kephart, 
Transfer Together’s vice president, 
•met on an Alternative Breaks trip 
•and quickly realized they had both 
Itransferred to GVSU during the 
{same time period. After bonding 
{over their difficulties as new stu- 
Jdents, they put their heads together
Courtesy Ptrato / Jenna Carrlgan
New in town: Students volunteer at Transfer Student Service Day A new organization, Transfer Together, helps new students adjust to GVSU.
and decided to do something about 
it.
“Maybe we could not go back 
in the past and change that for our­
selves,” Davis said. “But we could 
put together what we learned the 
hard way and help out other trans­
fer students who might have a chal­
lenging experience ahead”
Although the organization is 
fairly new on campus, it has thus 
far been successful in incorporat­
ing more and more transfer stu­
dents into its program. The group 
has been continuing to form con­
tacts with other organizations and
departments on campus that could 
potentially get the group’s name 
out to more people.
“We are in contact with the 
GVSU Office of Admissions, and 
we also have access to the email ad­
dresses of some transfer students,” 
said Jenna Carrigan, a co-founder. 
"It is also spread through the word 
of mouth.”
The group typically holds week­
ly meetings inside Kirkhof Center, 
though dates and times vary. The 
meetings consist of students talk­
ing about their personal experi­
ences as transfers and teaching one
another new things about GVSU’s 
campus.
“I think there was a real need 
for an organization like Transfer 
Together on campus,” Kephart 
said. “Whether you are a transfer 
student from a community college 
or another university, it can be in­
timidating transferring to a campus 
where you do not know anything or 
anyone.”
To learn more about Transfer 
Together, find them on the Stuey 
website through www.gvsu.edu/ 
studentlife/stuey.
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Announcements
Living on-campus? GVSU 
Facilities Services asks you 
to please do your part to help 
conserve water and electric­
ity. Help us keep costs low!
Entertainment
Poetic Benefit Concert: Rais­
ing funds and awareness for 
Zambia orphans. Perform­
ances: GVSU ensembles and 
band Dockside Fever. Friday 
October 21, 2011 at 7 p.m. 
Cook-DeWitt Center.
Employment
Looking for a job? Now hiring 
Accounts Receivable/Payroll 
and Bookkeepers! NO expe­
riences necessary. Send Re­
sumes to distributionscom- 
pany@qmail.com
Internships
Spectrum Health 
Job Title: Film and Video In­
tern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary Level: Unpaid 
For more information visit 
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker- 
jobs/
Office of Congressman Peter 
Hoekstra
Job Title: Campaign Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
For more information visit 
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker- 
jobs/
Betten Baker Chevrolet Buick 
Job Title: Website Social 
Marketing
Location: Coopersville, Ml
Hours: 15-20
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker-
jobs/
/bri iliw'Uirft
Amway Corporation 
Job Title: Chemistry & 
Biology Internships 
Location: Ada, MI
Salary Level: $16-$25/hr. 
Hours: 20 hrs.
Amway Corporate will be 
interviewing on-campus for 
the position on October 13 
from
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. in 206 STU. 
Qualified
candidates can request an 
interview
time with Amway at 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
The Stow Company 
Job Title: Engineering Intern 
Location: Holland, Ml 
Hours: 40 hrs.
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker-
jobs/
Highlight Industries, Inc 
Job Title: Electrical/Mechani­
cal Engineer Intern 
Location: Wyoming, Ml 
For more information visit 
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker- 
jobs/
Moms in Tow
Job Title: Communications 
Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary Level: Unpaid 
Hours: Minimum 5-6 hours 
For more information visit 
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker- 
jobs/
Grand Valley State University 
Job Title: On Campus Web/ 
Internet Internship in Intercul- 
tural Competence 
Location: Allendale, Ml 
Salary Level: Unpaid 
For more information visit 
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker- 
jobs/
Oliver-Tolas Healthcare 
Packaging
Job Title: Intern Chemist 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary Level: $11 -$12 de­
pending on class status 
Hours: 20-40 hrs.
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker-
jobs/
Blackford Capital 
Job Title: Accounting Intern­
ship
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary Level: Unpaid 
Hours: 15 hrs.
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker-
jobs/
Gordon Food Service 
Job Title: Front End Web 
Specialist (Full-time position) 
As a Front End Web Special­
ist, you will work with 
multiple stakeholders in Gor­
don Food Service U.S. 
Distribution to drive web and 
mobile interface improve­
ments
that translate into great cus­
tomer experiences.
For more information visit:
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker-
jobs/
Perrigo Company 
Job Title: Summer 2012 Op­
erations Database Internship 
Location: Allegan, Ml 
Salary Level: Unpaid 
Hours: 40 hrs.
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker-
jobs/
Open Systems Technologies 
Job Title: SEO/Online Mar­
keting Internship 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary Level: $ 10/hr.
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker-
jobs/
Institutional Liquidity LLC 
Job Title: Public Relations 
Location .Grand Rapids, Ml 
For more information visit 
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker- 
jobs/
Cargill
Job Title: Various Positions 
Available
Location: Muskegon, Ml 
For more information visit 
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker- 
jobs/
College Pro
Job Title: Summer 2012 
Management
Internship-.Franchise Man­
ager
Location:Grand Rapids,Ml 
Salary: Paid Internship 
Email David at 
dleveque@collegepro.com or 
visit www.gvsu.edu/laker- 
jobs/
Ottawa Conservation District 
Job Title: Conservation Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
For more information visit 
http://www.gvsu.edu/laker- 
jobs/
Miscellaneous
Get Caught Promotion. Rules 
and Restrictions. Only one 
student or faculty is a winner 
per issue. Readers will be 
chosen at random through­
out the week on campus. 
The prize awarded is 
to-be-determined at random 
but may include gift cards, 
t-shirts, etc. Winners are re­
quested to have their picture 
taken and answer some 
questions to be published in 
the Lanthorn.
Opportunities
Coming to Allendale Soon: 
GVSU Grad School Fair. 
Thursday, October 13 from 
10:00 am to 1:30 pm. Henry 
Hall Atrium. Come learn 
about graduate programs 
from 32 different grad 
schools.
Free To Good Home. A male 
and female Vet checked Eng­
lish Bulldog puppies for 
adoption, if interested, con­
tact me at rbradley987@hot- 
mail.com
Looking for a job or intern­
ship? Check out the GVSU 
Career Fair. Tuesday, Octo­
ber 11 from 1-5 p.m., Devos 
Place Convention Center. 
Visit www.gvsu.edu/career- 
fairs for more information.
MIGHTYminis
REWARD
A Lanthorn newsstand was 
stolen from the Niemeyer 
Honors College building 
this week. We are offering 
a reward for information 
leading to the recovery of 
item.
Call:616-331-2460 
E-Mail:
lanthorn® gysu.edu____
Twwtoy, October St. 2011
from V5f.it
Convention Cantor
caiwQgvsu «db |
www.gvsu.edu/careerfain
Bartending. High income po­
tential. Training courses afhd 
equipment available. Call 
1-800-965-6520 ext. 226
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ACROSS
1 “Six-pack” 
muscles
4 Somewhere 
out there
8 Snare
12 A Gershwin 
brother
13 Albacore, 
eg.
14 Apiece
15 Reverie
17 Tool 
storage 
structure
18 Bombard
19 Fore’s 
opposite
21 Greek 
consonants
22 Masseuse’s 
workplace
26 Seraglio 
group
29 April 
payment
30 Joan of —
31 Enrages
32 X rating?
33 Fedora 
feature
34 Conger or 
moray
35 Crafty one
36 High-quality
37 Fluorescent 
trademark
39 “Eureka!”
40 Town"
41 Operatic 
voices
45 Kill bills
48 9-to-5
50 A lonq time
King Crossword
1 2 ' I
12
15
18
26 27 28
31
34
37
13
16
45 46 47
50
53 J
48
51
54
49
51 Massachu­
setts motto 
starter
52 Caesar’s 
“I love”
53 Protuberance
54 Colonial 
sewer
55 Kitten’s 
comment
DOWN
1 Verdi opera
2 Lingerie buys
3 Puts into 
words
4 Hotel lobby, 
perhaps
5 Gas, oil, etc.
6 Literary 
collection
7 Fast time
8 Irritable
9 “Go, team!”
10 Dogfight 
participant
11 Advanced 
deg.
16 Hamlet’s 
countrymen
20 Transmit, in 
a way
23 Ganges 
attire
24 Prudish
25 Wile E.’s 
supplier
26 Wasted no 
time
27 Neighbor­
hood
28 Hinge (on)
29 Cowboy 
nickname
r1 9 10 11
r
23
30
24 25
42 43 44
52
55
32 As specified
33 Impudent
35 Winter 
ailment
36 Aspects
38 Gaggle 
member
39 Bottomless 
pit
42 Thailand, 
once
43 "All
44 Pack cargo
45 Vehicle with 
sliding doors
46 Id counter­
part
47 Nugent of 
rock
49 “I’ll take that 
as —”
The idea of Go Figure is to arrive 
at the figures given at the bot­
tom and right-hand columns of 
the diagram by following the 
arithmetic signs in the order 
they are given (that is, from left 
to right and top to bottom). Use 
only the numbers below the 
diagram to complete its blank 
squares and use each of the 
nine numbers only once.
DIFFICULTY: ★ ★ ★
★ Moderate ★ ★ Difficult 
★ ★ ★ GO FIGURE!
23 11 11
but
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LIBRA (Septate 23 to October 
22) This is a good week to get advice 
on vow plans Bat don't act on them 
until you fed sure that you’ve been 
told everything yon need to know to 
support vow move 
SCORPIO (October 23 to Novem­
ber 21) Be careful Yon might be 
probing pit a little too deeply into a 
situation that you find singularly i 
pioous The facts yon seek will begin 
to emerge at ate tune 
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to 
December 21) This is a good week to 
make new friends and to look for new 
career challenges Bat fint. get aO 
those unfinished tasks wrapped up and 
oat of tie way 
CAPRICORN (Detente 22 to 
January 19) Rdahonsbps need a fresh 
infusion of tender loving cam Avoid 
potential problems down the line Stay 
dote to loved oon as foe math draws 
to a close 
AQUARIUS (January 20 to Febru- 
ary 18) Aspects favor relationships 
whether platonic professional or per 
sonal On another note Be i mite more 
thrifty You might need some extra 
mooev very soon 
PISCES (Febnury 19 to Mack 20) 
Thu u the absokrte right tane to let 
those often hidden talents shtne then 
brightest You'll impress some very 
important people with what you can 
do
BORN THIS WEEK: You ae 
impelled by a need to fend truth no 
matter how eiosne You would make 
a wonderful research scientist or aa 
intrepid detective
C Ml KaffaaafiSjMl.lK
ARIES (March 21 to Apnl 19) Man. 
your ruling planet, begun a journey 
that will open up a growing number 
of possibilities Pat that surging Anan 
energy to good use and explore it to 
vow heart s contest 
TAURUS (Apnl 20 to May 20) Thu 
is the tune to prepare for a career move 
coming op next month Update your 
resume Get those proposals m shape 
And dan t forget to buff up that Bovme 
self-confidence
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) Yow 
Gemini mstmets will grade you to foe 
nght people who might be te to help 
you get over (hat career impasse that 
has been holding you back Expect to 
make change.
CANCER (to 21 to July 22) 
You're getting closer, but you mil 
have a ways to go before reaching 
your goals Continue to stay focused, 
no matter how difficult it can be for foe 
emdy dokacted Moot Quid
LEO (July 23 to August 22) Yov 
Lrumne pride might be keeping yon 
from getting to the source of a disturb 
mg situation Don’t be dry about ask- 
mg questions Remember Inionna 
bon is power
\TRGO (August 23 to September 
22) It's a good tone to shake op your 
tidy hole world by doing something 
qxataneooi Idee taking m unplanned 
tnp or gomg on i mad shoppmg spree
http://www.lanthorn.com/
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GVL Laker Life Editor
Twice a week, Aaron Hen­
ley goes into a space smaller 
than a typical classroom to 
tutor a fifth-grade boy. This 
space is where the boy’s fam­
ily lives, and many other mi­
grant families in West Michi­
gan like his live many people 
deep in small spaces and poor 
conditions.
“You realize how much 
most people, including your­
self, take their lifestyle for 
granted.” said Henley, a Grand 
Valley State University stu­
dent.
Henley and other students 
with Spanish majors or Span­
ish experience are taking part 
in tutoring migrant children 
this fall before their families 
return south for the winter 
for other work. The migrant 
farm workers are from various 
countries, but the majority of 
them are Spanish-speaking, 
which makes Spanish students 
a good fit for the project.
Students can also receive 
Spanish credits for their tutor­
ing hours.
The tutoring was brought 
about after Migrant Legal Aid, 
a local nonprofit, was awarded 
a $10,000 Gerber Foundation
grant this spring. GVSU Span­
ish professor Natalia Gomez, 
a Migrant Legal Aid board 
member, and Teresa Hen­
dricks, the executive director, 
worked together to write the 
grant with help from Cindy 
Silva and Anna Vazquez.
Gomez said she has been 
thinking about how to help the 
children of the migrant farm 
workers for years.
“If they’re moving from
school district to school dis­
trict so frequently, it’s hard 
for them to get a complete 
education,” said Patty Kelly, 
a GVSU student who interned 
for Migrant Legal Aid during 
the summer.
Aaron Henley
GVSU student
Kelly said students might 
learn the same thing three 
times and then completely 
miss something else, or their 
parents could have trouble 
helping them with assigned 
work because of the language 
barrier. Kelly and her sister 
Meaghan both take part in 
helping Migrant Legal Aid.
GVSU student Rylee 
Tuggle has tutored a few dif­
ferent children at the camps.
She helped one fifth-grade girl 
with science and math.
“On the science days, I 
tried to bring in experiments,” 
Tuggle said. “We made lemon 
soda one day, and did some 
others involving leaves.”
Gomez said the students 
have all been going above 
and beyond. She first sent out 
an email to Spanish students 
during the summer, when she 
was teaching in Spain. There 
was such a huge response that 
student Kelsey Sc hoe n bom 
ended up stepping in to help 
coordinate it while Gomez 
was gone.
“We find that there is a 
huge need, more than we ex­
pected,” Gomez said. How­
ever, the students have gotten 
really involved and some are 
tutoring more than one child, 
and spending countless hours 
driving to the camps and tu­
toring the children each week. 
“They are doing exemplary 
work.”
Kelly Crowley is one 
GVSU student who Gomez
You realize how much most 
people, including yourself, take 
their lifestyle for granted.
ORGANIZATION
IN FOCUS Migrant Legal Aid
Founded in 1973, Grand Rapids
www.migrantlegalaid.com
■■■■■■■■■Mi
said is going beyond the ex­
pectations. Crowley noticed 
that when she would arrive to 
tutor a fifth-grade girl that her 
three younger siblings wanted 
attention, too. To keep her stu­
dent focused, Crowley started 
bringing a Spanish-speaking 
friend with her to play with the 
younger kids while she works 
with their older sister.
“She’s really bright, and 
it’s fun when she brings home 
geography stuff and I’m able 
to explain it to her, and she
has those ‘Aha!’ moments,” 
Crowley said.
Gomez said this experience 
will help educate the students 
who are tutoring the migrant 
children, too.
“It will help them in their 
whole education, the students 
being aware of the situations 
outside of the boundaries of 
the program,” she said.
To learn more about Mi­
grant Legal Aid, visit www. 
migrantlegalaid.com.
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41.2 Percent of migrant and 
seasonal farm workers in Michigan who 
have completed grades fifth through 
eighth
2,6 Percent of migrant and seasonal 
farm workers in Michigan who have 
never attended school
1Approximate number 
of migrant and seasonal farm workers 
in Oceana, Newaygo and Muskegon 
counties
Source: Natalia Gomez. GVSU Spanish ptofewr 
and Migrant Legal A id board member
Sigma Kappa hits hole-in-one against Alzheimer's
GVSU sorority raises 
$600 for Ultra Violet 
Campaign at golf 
outing despite 
inclement weather
By Rachel Melke
GVL Staff Writer
Although people typically 
golf for fun or relaxation, one 
sorority on campus had a dif­
ferent purpose in mind when 
it took to the Meadows golf 
course last month.
Grand Valley State Uni­
versity’s Sigma Kappa soror­
ity held its annual golf outing 
at the Meadows on Sept. 24, 
raising $600 for Alzheimer’s 
disease research in the pro­
cess.
The money earned went 
to the Sigma Kappa Founda­
tion’s Ultra Violet Campaign, 
designed to raise money for 
all of Sigma Kappa’s philan­
thropy causes.
A record number of 90 
participants either played 18 
holes for $40 or 9 holes for 
$20 at this year’s outing.
For $50, some companies 
and families sponsored holes 
on the course, too. The com­
panies included Big Rapids
Products,the Professional Re­
source Group and the Gailery 
College of Beauty, L.L.C.
Some students have par­
ticipated multiple times, 
which Sigma Kappa hopes to 
continue.
“I always look forward to 
the outing because my friends 
and I always have such a 
great time,” said GVSU stu­
dent Nick Lange, who par­
ticipated in the outing for a 
second year.
Although the event was 
cut short because of inclem­
ent weather, the Meadows 
golf course gave out rain 
checks to accommodate.
“The golf outing is always 
an event we look forward to 
because it not only reaches out 
to the Grand Valley students, 
but the community along with 
family and friends within our 
sorority can participate,” said 
GVSU student Laura Ferriss, 
Sigma Kappa’s vice president 
of philanthropic services.
According to the Alzheim­
er’s Association website, 
there are nearly 15 million 
Alzheimer’s and dementia 
caregivers providing 17 bil­
lion unpaid hours of care, val­
ued at $202 billion.
In Michigan alone, the 
unpaid care was valued at $7 
billion in 2010.
A majority of the family 
caregivers report high stress 
levels, and some even report 
symptoms of depression.
Sigma Kappa sorority 
added Alzheimer’s disease 
research and education to its 
philanthropies in 1984. Re­
search grants are made each 
year to universities and other 
institutions actively engaged 
in the fight against Alzheim­
er’s disease.
“We want to thank all of 
the people who came out to 
support the Sigma Kappa 
Foundation along with Mead­
ows golf course for hosting 
us every year and we are ex­
cited for the upcoming school 
year,” Ferriss said.
As successful as it has 
been. Sigma Kappa would 
like the outing to continue 
and improve in the following 
years. The Alzheimer’s As­
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Above par (Left to right) Curtis Vaden, Matt Supron, Allison Supron, Josh 
Barnhart and Joe Monahan pose for a picture after a round of golf during the 
Sigma Kappa fundraiser. The event raised $600 for Alzheimer's research.
sociation reports that unless 
research can yield a change, 
the cost of Alzheimer’s in the 
U.S. in 2050 will be $1.1 tril­
lion.
Kelsey Ferrand, a GVSU 
student and public relations 
chair for Sigma Kappa, said 
she hopes the event does 
continue to expand and raise 
more money with more stu­
dent body support.
“Currently, we have a
lot of parents that attend the 
event, but we would like to 
keep the cost low so students 
can continue to attend as 
well,” Ferrand said.
To learn more about Sigma 
Kappa’s involvement with 
Alzheimer’s research, visit 
the GVSU chapter’s website 
at www2.gvsu.edu/~sigkaps. 
or the national website at 
www.si gmakappa .org.
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